“Given the far reaching applications of AI and its potential on education, this may be one of the most transformational professional development workshops at UNIS in a generation.”

-Antoine Delaitre, High School Principal, United Nations International School

**WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT:**

- **AI ESSENTIALS:** Begin with a comprehensive dive into AI’s core concepts and educational impact.
- **HANDS-ON DISCOVERY:** Engage in interactive sessions to explore and implement AI.
- **PRACTICAL APPLICATION:** Discover AI insights and tools for immediate classroom application.
- **COLLABORATIVE GROWTH:** Foster shared learning and dialogue for AI integration in your teaching practices.
- **JOINT SCHEDULING:** We’ll coordinate with you to find the perfect time for your team.
- **MEMBER ADVANTAGES:** Preferential rates and prioritized availability for GOA members this academic year.

**INQUIRE NOW – LIMITED AVAILABILITY!**

[https://globalonlineacademy.org/workshops](https://globalonlineacademy.org/workshops)